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Appendix H
Camp Trip Swimming Including Aquatic Amusement Parks andWilderness Swimming
Except for wilderness sites, only those swimming pools and bathing beaches in New York State that have a valid permit to operate issued from the local health department having jurisdiction for the bathing facility, or those operated by a New York State Agency, may be used. 
 
Residential swimming pool use is prohibited.
Permission Statements
Subpart 7-2 requires that when swimming is conducted during camp trips, including at aquatic amusement parks and wilderness swimming sites, that each camper have a signed statement of permission to participate from a parent/guardian. The permission statement should list, for each trip, the date(s), location(s), and a brief description of the swimming activities to take place.
Ø         Who will be responsible for collecting and maintaining files of signed permission statements, and ensuring that only those campers who have received parental/guardian permission participate in camp trip or wilderness swimming activities?
Prearrange trips to off-site aquatic facilities well in advance and, if possible, visit the facility prior to taking campers there. Exchange key contact information with the facility, including the camp's address and emergency telephone number(s) and the name(s) of camp staff who will be in charge of the camp group at the facility. Pre-arrangements must be made with an off-site swimming facility to:
 
Ø Obtain facility rules and requirements.
Ø Ensure the facility is able to accommodate the camp. Provide the facility information about your group, including the age and number of campers in your group.
Ø Determine the best time(s) for your visit and what area(s) the campers may use, identifying areas off-limits to non-swimmers. A bathing area separated from other patrons is always desirable.
Ø Discuss the facility's supervision policies, and determine the role of camp staff.
Ø Identify the duties of the camp aquatic staff.
Ø Determine if facility's lifeguards will be present and, if they are, what certification they hold.
Ø Determine how the buddy system will be implemented at the facility and what signals the camp can use to supervise campers and initiate buddy checks with the least interference to the facility's signal system.
Ø Determine what role the off-site facility will play in implementing your safety plan.
 
You should confirm your arrangements in writing with the facility and maintain the written agreement on file. When the same individual (operator) is in charge of the children's camp and off-site bathing facility, a written agreement is not necessary; however, arrangements must still be made.
Ø         Who will make the pre-arrangements with off-site swimming facilities?
Assessment of camper's swimming ability
Prior to allowing a camper to enter water that is chest deep or greater, a camper must have his or her swimming ability assessed and be categorized as a "swimmer." Only someone who is certified as a Progressive Swimming Instructor, as defined in Subpart 7-2 of the SSC, may assess/classify a camper as a "swimmer." No swimming ability assessment is required to designate a camper as a "non-swimmer" and restrict the camper to water that is less than chest deep.
Ø         How, when and by whom will the swimming ability of campers be assessed? 
Component one (administered in water less than chest deep of the camper)
●         Feet first entry into chest deep water
●         Swim front crawl for 25 yards
●         Swim elementary backstroke for 15 yards
●         Shows the ability to follow the instructions 
Component two (administered in water greater than chest deep only after component one is successfully completed)
●         Maintain position on back 1 minute
●         Tread water for 1 minute
●         Swim breaststroke for 15 yards
●         Swim back crawl for 25 yards
Ø         How are campers visually identified according to their swimming ability? 
What type of physical barriers is used? (Check all that apply)
Water Depth Restrictions 
Non-swimmer water depth restriction concept  - Bathers become buoyant in water chest-deep and above, which causes them to lose contact with the bottom of the pool/beach. Non-swimmers who lose contact with the bottom may not have the ability to prevent themselves from entering deeper water, where they may not have the skill necessary to prevent submersion. At children's camps, a non-swimmers in greater-than-chest-deep water has been identified as a contributing factor in all non-swimmer drownings since 1988.
Ø Non-swimmers will be restricted to water less than chest deep, except:
         (Check all that apply)
Ø In the table following the Supervision section below, select the method used at each off-site swimming facility to ensuring that non-swimmers are restricted to water less than chest deep during required times. 
Buddy System and Board System
A Buddy and Board System (or equivalent accountability system) of supervising and accounting for bathers is required for all swimming activities (on-site or off-site). When campers are unable to comprehend or implement the buddy system, another method must be specified and used.
Buddy Concept  - The buddy system provides each camper with a partner/"personal lifeguard" to summon help in case of an emergency. Campers should be paired, whenever possible, to a buddy of the same swimming ability. When campers of different swimming abilities are paired, they must remain in the swimming area for the lesser skilled of the two. A maximum of one threesome per area is allowed. Each camper must be instructed to contact a staff member if his/her "buddy" experiences "trouble" while swimming or is missing.
Board System Concept  - A board system or equivalent accounting system is a method of recording entry and exit from the pool/beach areas to account for all campers participating in the swimming activity. An accounting system may be maintained on a stationary (conventional) "buddy board" or on a hand held "clipboard".
It is recommended that all staff at swimming activities also participates in the Buddy and Board Systems and have an assessment of their swimming ability.
Ø         Describe the camp's Buddy System and Board System (accounting system).
Campers will be paired with a buddy (whenever possible to a buddy of the same swimming ability). When a non-swimmer is paired with a buddy other than a non-swimmer, both must remain in the non-swimming area. Only one threesome per swimming category will be allowed. Buddies' full names and swimming abilities will be recorded on a hand held "clipboard" (table with columns to record the entry and exit of each buddy pair/bather from the waterfront and to the various sections of the waterfront). The "clipboard" will be used as a reference for buddy checks at the facility. 
The method used for conducting buddy checks must be reviewed and an agreement reached with the facility operator prior to the camp trip. If no agreement can be made, the camp may not participate in swimming at the facility.
Ø How are buddy checks conducted? If the method or signal varies between off-site facilities, specify what method is used at each facility. 
Buddy checks, which account for all campers within the pool enclosure or at the beach, will be conducted and consist of the following:
●         Conducted every 15 minutes.
●         Signaled by raising a flag and calling out "buddies."
●         When signaled, the buddies will move together, grasp each other's hands and raise them above their heads. Designated staff will count the number of buddy pairs in each swimming area. The count will be told to the staff member holding the "clipboard," who will make sure the numbers match. If there is an inconsistency, a recount will be conducted. If the recount confirms there is a missing camper, the lost bather plan will be implemented.
●         The buddy check will be concluded when all campers are accounted for.
Supervision
The off-site facility lifeguard is not a substitute for supervision responsibilities of the camp's staff. Close supervision of campers by counselors is vitally important.
If your camp uses a swimming pool or bathing beach that provides lifeguards, it is the camp's responsibility to ensure that the facility lifeguards meet the minimum qualifications for a "qualified lifeguard" as required by Subpart 7-2.5(g). This is especially important for trips to out-of-state facilities, which may or may not meet, or be required to meet, the same operational and supervisory standards as facilities in New York State. If the facility does not provide "qualified lifeguards," the camp must either provide, with permission of the facility, the lifeguards or not go swimming at that facility. If the facility does provide "qualified lifeguards," the camp must provide one camp lifeguard for each 75 campers to supervise camper bathing activities and implement the camp safety plan.
For off-site swimming facilities that do not provide lifeguards, and for wilderness swimming sites, the camp must provide at least one qualified lifeguard for every 25 campers for supervision and to implement the safety plan. Each lifeguard shall supervise no more than 3,400 square feet of pool area or 150 feet of shoreline. Additionally, swimming is prohibited more than 75 feet from shore. Swimming may be allowed further from shore (up to 150 feet) when the water depth is less than chest deep of the shortest camper.
Counselors must be assigned to supervise specific campers and be located at the poolside or beachfront, or in the water providing direct visual surveillance for such campers at all times. Counselors must have supervision responsibilities to ensure that lifeguards are not burdened with non-lifeguard tasks.
Ø For each out-of-camp-trip swimming location, except wilderness swimming, complete the following table based on arrangements made with the offsite facility operator. Use additional sheets if necessary.
Off-Site Swimming Facility Name and Location
Description of Swimming Activity
How are Non-Swimmers Restricted to Water Less Than Chest Deep 
Facility Provides Qualified Lifeguards
Lost Swimmer Plan
Ø Campers will be instructed to immediately notify the nearest lifeguard or camp counselor if their buddy is missing. If a buddy check fails to account for the whereabouts of a bather, or if a camp lifeguard or counselor is notified of a missing camper, the facility lifeguards will be immediately notified and the lost camper plan initiated.
Aquatic Theme (Amusement) Park (continue working in the next section if no trips are taken to aquatic theme parks): In addition to the above procedures for camp trip swimming, the following will be implemented at aquatic theme parks.
Ø         Provide or list in the below table all water attractions that campers will use at the park, a description of the attraction including water depth, if the facility will provided qualified lifeguards, and camper restrictions.
Example
Attraction Name
Description
Camper Restriction 
Serpentine Slides
Mat ride; discharges into a 
plunge pool 42 inches deep.
Exclude non-swimmers whose chest height is less than 42 inches.
Grand Prix Splashway
Side by side racing slide; discharges into a plunge pool 48 inches deep.
Limited to swimmers only.
Lagoon Activity Pool
Large pool that increases in depth from zero (0) to 36 inches at deepest end. There is a floatline positioned at a depth of 2 feet. 
Non-swimmers are not allowed beyond the floatline. 
Attraction Name
Description
Camper Restriction 
A camp-supplied lifeguard is not required for aquatic amusement activities that allow only one or two patrons in the water at a time and the activity water depth does not exceed chest deep for non-swimmers. 
Ø         How are campers supervised and accounted for on attractions that only allow one or two patrons in the water at a time?
When only one or two patrons use the activity at a time, or patrons are in a raft or boat to participate and the activity water depths does not exceed chest deep for non_swimmers, a counselor will be stationed at the beginning and end of the activity to supervise campers within their group. The counselor at the end of the activity will gather all campers as they exit the activity. When all campers in their group have exited the activity, the group will move together to the next activity.
Ø         List activities (attractions) for which the buddy system and board system will be implemented.
)
Wilderness Swimming (skip this section if wilderness swimming activities are not conducted): In addition to the above procedures for camp trip swimming, the following will be implemented at wilderness swimming sites.
A wilderness swimming site is a remote beach site which is established for temporary use by a children's camp for swimming at a location that is not readily accessible for inspection by the LHD that has jurisdiction. Wilderness swimming sites are most frequently established during canoeing or hiking excursions where no public swimming facilities are available. Because the swimming area (perimeter designation, etc.) is not established or approved by the LHD, the camp staff must establish the area, and evaluate bottom conditions and water currents (when on a flowing body of water), prior to use. 
General requirements for wilderness swimming activities (see Subpart 7-2.11(a)(5)):
●         Lifeguards supervising wilderness swimming activities must be a minimum of 18 years old.
●         Staff supervising wilderness swimming activities must be classified as a swimmer by a progressive swimming instructor. (This requirement does not apply to staff provided as a supplement to the number of staff required for supervision of the swimmers.)
●         At least two staff with current certification in American Red Cross Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (ARC CPR) for the professional rescuer (or an equivalent certification) must be present during the activity.  
●         Swimming must be restricted to no more than 75 feet from shore and no more than 50 yards of shoreline.
●         Headfirst diving, and jumping into the water from cliffs, trees, water flumes and rope swings, are prohibited.  
●         Swimming shall be prohibited between sunset and sunrise at wilderness swimming sites.
For further guidance on conducting a wilderness swimming activity see the Department's document tilted "Children's Camp Program  - Wilderness Swimming Guidance" available at www.nyhealth.gov/environmental/outdoors/camps or from your local health department. 
Ø What procedures will be utilized to establish a wilderness swimming site and assure that environmental conditions are safe for swimming?
1)         Assessment of water velocity to determine that the water current does not exceed 3 feet per second: 
● Measure and mark a distance of 30 feet on the shoreline. 
● Drop a stick or other floating object into the water at the upstream point. 
● Using a watch, determine how many seconds it takes the floating object to travel between the two points for a distance of 30 feet.
- Swim area is unacceptable if less than 10 seconds. 
2)         Assessment of bottom slope of the swim area to determine if it is not steeper than 1:8 (excluding the water shore transition area): 
● Determine the point where the water depth is equal to 1 foot deep. Mark with a stick. 
● Measure a distance of 8 feet from the 1 foot depth mark straight out into the water. At that point, measure the depth of the water. 
● Continue to measure the water depth at intervals of eight feet from the shore 1 foot depth point to the outer perimeter of the swimming area (outer perimeter must be no more than 75 feet from shore and no deeper than 5 feet). 
● 2 feet deep at 8 feet away from the 1-foot depth mark 
● 3 feet deep at 16 feet away from the 1-foot depth mark 
● 4 feet deep at 24 feet away from the 1-foot depth mark 
● 5 feet deep at 32 feet away from the 1-foot depth mark 
● 5 feet deep at 40 feet away from the 1-foot depth mark 
- Swim area is unacceptable if the water depth exceeds the depth for distances listed. 
3)         Assessment of water clarity to determine if the bottom, or to at least a depth of 4 feet below the water surface, is visible: 
● Place a measuring device, such as a weighted rope or a marked paddle or stick, into the water at various points within the designated swim area to determine if the bottom, or to at least a depth of 4 feet below the water surface, is visible.
- Swim area is unacceptable if the marking is not visible at a depth of less than 4 feet. 
4)         Assessment of site for underwater hazards: 
● Lifeguarding staff should enter the water and check the swim area for underwater hazards such as jagged rocks or other obstructions.
- Swim area is unacceptable if hazards exist. 
5) The perimeter of the swimmer and non-swimmer area will be maintained to as small of an area as necessary for the activity without exceeding 150 feet (50 yards) of shoreline or 75 feet (25 yards) from shore. The perimeters of the areas will be designate by (select the method used below): 
Ø         The following form will be used be camp staff to document the field assessment of wilderness sites.
Wilderness Swimming Site Field Assessment Tool 
Section 7-2.11(a)(5) requires the camp to assess a wilderness swim site prior to use to assure that the water velocity, bottom slope and water clarity are acceptable and that the area is free of sharp drop-offs, jagged rocks or under water obstructions. In addition, the perimeter of the swimmer and non-swimmer areas must be designated. 
Items needed to conduct assessment:
●         Small stick or other floating object
●         Watch or stopwatch
●         Tape measure or measuring device, such as a weighted rope or a marked paddle or stick
Water Velocity  - Measure and mark a distance of 30 feet on the shoreline. Drop a stick or other floating object into the water at the upstream point. Using a watch or stopwatch, determine and record below how many seconds it takes the floating object to travel between the two points. The swim area is unacceptable if less than 10 seconds.
Bottom Slope  - Measure and mark the 1-foot water depth location. Record the water depth in the table below as measured in 8 ft. intervals from the 1-foot water depth mark to the outer limits* of the proposed swim area. The swim area is unacceptable if the water depth exceeds the depth listed in the corresponding `Maximum Depth' column. 
Feet From 1 ft. Depth
Water Depth
Maximum Depth
8 ft.
2 ft.
16 ft.
3 ft.
24 ft.
4 ft.
32 ft.
5 ft.
40 ft.
5 ft.
48 ft.
5 ft.
56 ft.
5 ft.
64 ft.
5 ft.
72 ft.
5 ft.
* Outer perimeter must be no more than 75 feet from shore and no deeper than 5 ft.
Water Clarity  - Place a measuring device, such as a weighted rope or a marked paddle or stick, into the water at various points within the designated swim area. Swim area is unacceptable if the marking is not visible at a depth of less than 4 feet.
Bottom, or to at least a depth of 4 feet below the water surface, is visible throughout swim area. 
Underwater Hazards  - Lifeguarding staff must enter the water and check the swim area for underwater hazards such as jagged rocks or other obstructions. Check the appropriate box below indicating results:
Swim Area:          q   Acceptable          q   Unacceptable
 
Assessed By: ________________________________          Title: ________________________________
 
Trip Location: ________________________________         Date: ____/____/____         Time: _______
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